
 
 

Dear Student, 
 
We work at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) in Pasadena. For the next four years, 
we will be studying students’ interests, experiences, and attitudes that may influence their identity, 
science participation, and college and career choices. Your school has agreed to participate in our 
study, and a parent or legal guardian has signed a permission form for you to participate.  
 
This is a survey about you, your experiences in science and as a student this year, how you and 
those around you feel about science and school, and who or what affects your future choices. Your 
answers are very important to us. They will help us understand why students like you are interested 
(or not) in science, and which things influence the kind of job or career you will eventually have. 
This study could lead to changes in who will become our scientists in the future.  
 
We hope you will fill out this survey. The value of our findings depends on honest answers from 
many students. But your participation is voluntary. You can choose not to do the survey, or you can 
take the survey but skip any questions you don’t want to answer. Your grades will not be affected 
by whether you do or do not take the survey. Your responses will be confidential—we won’t share 
them with your parents, teachers, or anyone else. 
 
We hope you will be willing to be surveyed again in the future, so that we can find out more about 
your experiences as they change over time. Thank you for your help with this important research 
study! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
The Caltech Precollege Science Initiative (CAPSI) Research Group 
 
 
 
 
 

IS SCIENCE ME?  
  A Study of Identity    
     and Influences 



 



Your grade level:

9 10 11 12

Are you:

Male Female

1. Have you ever: (Mark one in each row)

Attended a science camp or special science program?

Taken an extra science class in the summer (not a make-up class)?

Participated in a science fair?

Participated in a science club or team?

Received an award or special recognition for doing well in your science classes or
other science-related activities (like a science fair, competition, etc.)?

Worked on a science project or experiment in a university or professional lab?

Had a teacher who made it exciting to learn science?

Had a teacher who made you dislike learning science?

Taken the PSAT or SAT (college entrance) exam?

Visited a college campus for any reason?

Participated in a program specifically designed to prepare you for college
(for example, Upward Bound)?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

2. Do you do any of the following activities not for school? (Mark one in each row)
I've never
done this.

I do this
now.

I used to do this
but I don't do this

anymore.

Read books about science or science fiction

Take care of or train an animal

Visit a science museum

Talk with friends or family about science

Spend time outside learning about nature

Look up science information in the library or on the Internet

Use special science equipment (telescope, microscope, chemistry set, etc.)

Make models (airplane, dinosaur, house, etc.)

Write computer programs

Use tools to build things

Collect rocks, butterflies, bugs, or other things in nature

Take apart things (like motors, computers, toasters, etc.) to see how they work

Design web pages

Write stories about science or science fiction

Please place label here
FOR ALL QUESTIONS BELOW, PLEASE USE A PENCIL.
IF YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY CHANGES, BE SURE TO
ERASE THE OLD MARK.

SHADE CIRCLES COMPLETELY, LIKE THIS:

NOT LIKE THIS:
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3. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about science in general?    (Mark one in each row)

I think science is interesting.

I think I could be a good scientist one day. 

Scientists have a chance to make a difference in the world.

Scientists spend most of their time working by themselves.

Scientists spend most of their time working indoors.

Good scientists don't have many other interests.

Scientists' own opinions do not matter in their work.

Scientists have to work long hours at their job.

The culture in my home is different from the culture of science.

Scientists are respected by people in this country.

Scientists make a lot of money.

Scientists have to go to school for many years.

Scientists can't be religious.

The media (television, movies, etc.) makes science seem cool.

Agree
strongly

Agree
somewhat

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree
strongly

4. Do you plan to take the PSAT or SAT (college entrance) exam later this year? (Mark one)

Yes No Not sure

5. Is there a computer at your home (including laptops)? (Mark one)

Yes, more than one computer Yes, one computer No

6. What is your BEST GUESS as to how you are doing in ALL of your classes so far this year? (Mark one)

Mostly A's

Mostly A's and B's

Mostly B's

A mix of A's, B's, and C's

Mostly B's and C's

Mostly C's

Mostly below C's

7. What is your BEST GUESS as to your grade so far in your MATH class this year? (Mark one)

A B C Below C I am not taking Math this year.

8. Are you enrolled in a health class this year? (Mark one)

Yes No

9. How many science classes are you enrolled in this year (not including health classes)? (Mark one)

None

One

More than one

If "none," skip to question 14

If "one," continue to question 10

If "more than one," answer questions 10-13 about
your favorite science class:___________________

                    (please tell us which one)
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10. What is your BEST GUESS as to your grade so far in your SCIENCE class this year? (Mark one)

A B C Below C

11. For your science class this year, how often do you: (Mark one in each row)

Do the homework for this class

Do work for extra credit

Participate in class discussions

Ask questions in class

Feel bored in class

Always        Most of the time      Sometimes         Never        No opportunity
           to do this

12. For your science class this year, how much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? If you are not sure,
mark your BEST GUESS. (Mark one in each row)

My teacher thinks I could be a good scientist one day.

I enjoy learning science this year.

My teacher cares if I think science is interesting.

You have to have special talent in science to do well in this class.

My teacher cares if I learn science.

It is important to me that my science teacher likes me.

I know as much about the content of this class as other students do.

My teacher has high expectations for me.

It is important to me that I get a good grade in this class.

In this class, I am learning how science applies to real life.

I have opportunities to work on assignments with other students.

Other students get to work with lab equipment more than I do.

 No students
have worked
   with lab 
 equipment

13. Have you asked the following people for help in understanding the ideas taught in your science class this year?
(Mark one in each row)

Students who are doing well in the class

My close friends

Parent(s)/Other adult(s) at home

Brother(s)/sister(s)

My science teacher

Other teacher(s) or adult(s) at school

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

  Agree         Agree          Disagree       Disagree
strongly     somewhat      somewhat      strongly
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14. How much do your teachers, guidance counselor, and/or other adults at school encourage or discourage you to:
(Mark one in each row)

Take science classes

Go to college

Think about majoring in science at college

                               Strongly              Somewhat          Somewhat             Strongly           We never talk
  encourage       encourage          discourage           discourage            about this.

15. By the time you graduate from high school, what's your BEST GUESS as to how many semesters of the following you will
have completed (one year = two semesters)? (Mark one in each row)

           None         1-2            3-4           5-6           7-8       9 or more    I don't

Science in high school

Math in high school 

Science or math at a local college

16. How much do you want to go to college? (Mark one)

Very much

Somewhat

Only a little

Not at all

I don't know

17. If you go to college, how interested would you be in majoring in any of the following fields? (Mark one in each row)

 Very interested    Somewhat interested      Not interestedScience

Biology (Marine, Plant, etc.)

Chemistry

Physics

Earth and Space Science (Geology, Astronomy, etc.)

Environmental Studies

Medicine

Pre-Medicine, Pre-Dentistry

Pre-Veterinary Science

Nursing

Other

Engineering (Aeronautical, Electrical, Mechanical, etc.)

Computer Science

Psychology

Science Education (teaching)

Other science-related major:

(please specify)

know
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18.  Have the following people in your family attended college? (Mark one in each row)

Mother or stepmother or both

Father or stepfather or both

One or more older brother(s) or sister(s)

One or more other adults in my family
(legal guardian, grandparent, aunt, uncle, etc.)

Yes No I'm not sure Don't have either

Yes No I'm not sure Don't have either

Yes No I'm not sure Don't have or none are old enough to go

Yes No I'm not sure Don't have

19.  Do the following people in your family have a science-related job? (Mark one in each row)

Mother or stepmother or both

Father or stepfather or both

One or more older brother(s) or sister(s)

One or more other adults in my family
(legal guardian, grandparent, aunt, uncle, etc.)

Yes No I'm not sure Don't have either

Yes No I'm not sure Don't have either

Yes No I'm not sure Don't have or none are old enough

Yes No I'm not sure Don't have

20. Do you live with the following people most of the time? (Mark one in each row)

Mother

Father

Stepmother

Stepfather

Other adult(s) (legal guardian, grandparent, aunt,
uncle, adult brother or sister, etc.)

Yes No Don't have

Yes No Don't have

Yes No Don't have

Yes No Don't have

Yes No Don't have

21. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your family (or legal guardians)?
(Mark one in each row)

It is important to them that I get good grades in school.

It is important to them that I try my best in school.

They expect me to go to college.

They know how well I am doing in my classes.

They make sure I get into the classes that are best for me.

They think it is important for me to learn science.

They think science is interesting.

They would be happy if I decided to pursue a career in science.

They encourage me to make my own decisions about my future.

They think it is more important for me to get married than to have a career.

Agree
strongly

Agree
somewhat

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree
strongly

to have one
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22. How many of your close friends:   (Mark one in each row)

Like science?

Think science is cool?

Get good grades in science courses?

Would think less of you if you did science activities?

Care about their grades in school?

Encourage you to do well in school?

                All        Most      Some            None

23. What is your BEST GUESS as to how many of the students at your school:   (Mark one in each row)

Like science?

Think science is cool?

Would think less of you if you did science activities?

Care about their grades in school?

Most     Some       Very few

24. What is your BEST GUESS as to whether the student(s) you like romantically:   (Mark one in each row)

Like science?

Think science is cool?

Would think less of you if you did science activities?

Care about their grades in school?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

 

Does not apply-
there are no students
I like romantically

25. How much do the opinions of the following people matter to your decisions about school? (Mark one in each row)

Parent(s)

Brother(s) or sister(s)

Other family member(s) (legal guardian, grandparent, aunt, uncle, etc.)

Student(s) you like romantically

Teacher(s), guidance counselor, or other adult(s) at school

Your close friends

Students at your school

A lot   A little     Not at all

Does not apply

26. How much do the opinions of the following people matter to your important life decisions (good or bad)?
(Mark one in each row)

Parent(s)

Brother(s) or sister(s)

Other family member(s) (legal guardian, grandparent, aunt, uncle, etc.)

Student(s) you like romantically

Teacher(s), guidance counselor, or other adult(s) at school

Your close friends

Students at your school

A lot   A little     Not at all

Does not apply
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27. Mark your background below. If you come from MORE THAN ONE of these backgrounds, mark as many as apply to
you. For example, if you are Filipino and Irish, mark "Filipino/Filipino American" and "White/Caucasian/European/
European American."

Agree
strongly

Agree
somewhat

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree
strongly

28. Consider the background(s) you marked above to be your "ethnic background." How much do you agree or disagree with
the following statements about your ethnic background? (Mark one in each row)

I take part in cultural practices of my ethnic background,
such as special food, dance, music, or customs.

I have a clear sense of my ethnic background and what it
means for me.

I prefer organizations or social groups that include
mostly people who share my ethnic background.

It is important that my role model(s) or mentor(s) share my
ethnic background.

Most of my friends share my ethnic background.

People who share my ethnic background have trouble
getting jobs in science in this country.

People of my ethnic background are well represented in
science in this country.

African American/Black

American Indian/Alaska Native

Armenian/Armenian American

Arab/Arab American

Mexican/Mexican American/Chicano

South American/Central American

Other Latino/Hispanic (Puerto Rican, etc.)

White/Caucasian/European/European American
(German, Italian, Irish, Canadian, etc.)

Chinese/Chinese American

Filipino/Filipino American

Japanese/Japanese American

Korean/Korean American

Thai/Thai American

Pacific Islander/Samoan, Hawaiian or Guamanian/
Other Pacific Islander/Pacific Islander American

Southeast Asian (Vietnamese, Cambodian, Laotian)

Other (please specify):

Southeast Asian American

South Asian (Indian subcontinent)/
South Asian American
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29. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your gender (male or female)?
(Mark one in each row)

Agree
strongly

Agree
somewhat

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree
strongly

It is important that my role model(s) or mentor(s) are the
same gender as I am.

Most of my friends are the same gender as I am.

People who are the same gender as I am have trouble
getting jobs in science in this country.

People who are the same gender as I am are well represented in
science in this country.

30. Think about the kind of person you are (your characteristics, your likes and dislikes, etc.). How important is each of the
following to making you who you are? (Mark one in each row)

Ethnic background

Gender

Religion

Interests (sports, music, drama, etc.)

Friendships

Romantic relationships

Family relationships

Other students at school

Media images (television, movies, magazines, etc.)

Grades in school

Things you're good at (sports, music, drama, etc.)

Physical appearance

Personality traits (funny, opinionated, kind, etc.)

Goals for the future

Very important      Somewhat important       Not important

31. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about yourself? (Mark one in each row)

I don't like to do things that I can't master quickly.

If people tell me I can't do something, it makes me try harder.

I enjoy trying to understand difficult things.

Agree
strongly

Agree
somewhat

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree
strongly
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32. Below are some reasons for choosing a particular career. How important is each reason to you?
(Mark one in each row)

To earn a lot of money

To make a difference in the world

To do something I'm good at

To have time for a family

To be in a workplace with people who share my ethnic background

To be in a workplace with people who are the same gender as I am

To work outdoors

To be interested in my work

To have friends where I work

To be able to provide for my family

To work in a group with others instead of by myself

To make my parents happy or proud of me

To have time for other interests

To gain respect from others

To be my own boss

To have a steady job

Whether I would have to go to school for a long time

Whether it conflicts with what's important to my family

The cost of the education and training

Very important        Somewhat important          Not important

33. Do you know anyone who has the following jobs? (Mark one in each row)

Scientist (Biologist, Zoologist, Chemist, Physicist, Astronomer, etc.)

Doctor, Veterinarian, Dentist

Nurse

Physical Therapist

Dental Hygienist

Lab Technician

Engineer

Computer Programmer

Website Designer

Psychologist

Science Teacher

Lawyer

Businessperson

Journalist

Architect, Interior Designer

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure

Yes No I'm not sure
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34. How interested are YOU in having a job like these someday? (Mark one in each row)

Very interested        Somewhat interested         Not interested

Life Scientist (Biologist, Zoologist, etc.)

Physical Scientist (Chemist, Physicist, Astronomer, etc.)

Other job you are
very interested in:

Architect, Interior Designer

Journalist

Businessperson

Lawyer

Science Teacher

Psychologist

Website Designer

Computer Programmer

Engineer

Lab Technician

Dental Hygienist

Physical Therapist

Nurse

Doctor, Veterinarian, Dentist

35. If you marked any of the circles in the box above, what was the youngest age at which you became very interested in any of
these jobs? (Mark one)

I'm not very interested in any of these jobs.

Younger than 5 years old

5-8 years old

9-12 years old

Older than 12 years old

36. Think about what you know about scientists and describe what they do. (Please write your answer in the space below.)

THAT'S IT!!! YOU'VE COMPLETED THE QUESTIONNAIRE!!!
THANK YOU!!
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